Historically, multiple populations in Globular Clusters (GCs) have been mostly studied from ultraviolet and optical filters down to stars that are more massive than ∼0.6M ⊙ . Here we exploit deep near-infrared (NIR) photometry from the Hubble Space Telescope to investigate multiple populations among M-dwarfs in the GC NGC 6752. We discovered that the three main populations (A, B and C), previously observed in the brightest part of the colormagnitude diagram, define three distinct sequences that run from the main-sequence (MS) knee towards the bottom of the MS (∼0.15 M ⊙ ). These results, together with similar findings on NGC 2808, M 4, and ω Centauri, demonstrate that multiple sequences of M-dwarfs are common features of the color-magnitude diagrams of GCs. The three sequences of low-mass stars in NGC 6752 are consistent with stellar populations with different oxygen abundances. The range of [O/Fe] needed to reproduce the NIR CMD of NGC 6752 is similar to the oxygen spread inferred from high-resolution spectroscopy of red-giant branch (RGB) stars. The relative numbers of stars in the three populations of M-dwarfs are similar to those derived among RGB and MS stars more massive than ∼0.6M ⊙ . As a consequence, the evidence that the properties of multiple populations do not depend on stellar mass is a constraint for the formation scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
Near-infrared Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3/NIR) observations have proved very effective in separating and characterizing multiple populations of faint M-dwarfs in NGC 2808, NGC 6121 (M 4) and ω Centauri (Milone et al. 2012a (Milone et al. , 2014 (Milone et al. , 2017a .
This work is based on deep HST images of the nearby globular cluster (GC) NGC 6752 collected as part of the Hubble-⋆ Based on observations with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope, obtained at the Space Telescope Science Institute, which is operated by AURA, Inc., under NASA contract NAS 5-26555.
Space-Telescope (HST ) program GO-15096 (PI. L. R. Bedin). The main target of the project is the white-dwarf cooling sequence of NGC 6752, which is the subject of separate work by Bedin et al. (in preparation, see also Bedin et al. 2008 . In this paper, we exploit parallel WFC3/NIR observations only to investigate, for the first time, the multiple populations of NGC 6752 at the bottom of the main sequence (MS).
NGC 6752 is one of the most-studied GCs in the context of multiple stellar populations. Optical and Ultraviolet observations, mostly from HST, revealed that its color-magnitude diagram (CMD) hosts three distinct red-giant branches (RGBs) and MSs, which comprise a population, A, of stars with primordial helium abundance (Y∼0.246) and two stellar populations, B and C, enhanced in helium by ∆Y∼0.01 and 0.03, respectively (Milone et al. 2010 (Milone et al. , 2013 (Milone et al. , 2018 Dotter et al. 2015) .
Spectroscopy shows that population-C stars are enhanced in N, Al, Si, and Na and depleted in C, O, and Mg, with respect to the population A, while population-B stars have intermediate chemical composition (e.g. Grundahl et al. 2002; Yong et al. 2003 Yong et al. , 2005 Yong et al. , 2013 Yong et al. , 2015 Carretta et al. 2009 Carretta et al. , 2012 Table 2 from Milone et al. 2013 for the average chemical composition of the stars in the three stellar populations of NGC 6752). Multi-band HST photometry suggests possible star-to-star helium variations among population-A stars (Milone et al. 2017b (Milone et al. , 2018 .
While multiple populations of NGC 6752 are widely studied along the RGB and the upper MS, the M-dwarf regime is almost unexplored. The only available information on stellar populations among low-mass stars is provided by Dotter et al. (2015) , who show that the F110W−F160W color distribution of NGC 6752 stars, estimated ∼1.5 F160W magnitudes below the MS knee, is much larger than that expected from a simple population.
The exquisite photometry from the HST large program on NGC 6752 allowed us to identify and characterize, for the first time, the three distinct stellar populations of NGC 6752 at the bottom of the MS. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the dataset, the data reduction and analysis. The NIR CMD of NGC 6752 is presented in Section 3, where we also derive the fraction of stars in the three sequences of M-dwarfs and constrain their chemical composition. Finally, Section 4 provides the summary and the discussion of the results.
DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS
We used WFC3/NIR on board of HST to investigate stellar populations in a field located ∼4.8 arcmin north-east from the center of NGC 6752. The images are collected between September 7 th and September 18 th , 2018 as part of GO-15096 (PI. L. R. Bedin). All the observations are obtained during 35 orbits of HST, including 25 and 10 orbits for images in F110W and F160W, respectively. During each orbit we collected one short exposure of 143 s in multiaccum mode (with instrument parameters NSAMP = 15, SAMP-SEQ = SPARS10) 1 and two long exposures of 1303 s each (with instrument parameters NSAMP = 14, SAMP-SEQ = SPARS100). All the images are properly dithered.
To derive photometry and astrometry we adapted to WFC3/NIR images the software presented by for images collected with the Wide Field Channel of the Advanced Camera for Survey (WFC/ACS). In a nutshell, the software performs Point-Spread-Function fitting of all the sources in the field of view. It uses two different approaches that provide optimal results for bright and faint stars, respectively. The fluxes and positions of bright stars are measured in each image separately, and then averaged. Faint stars in a given patch of the sky are fitted simultaneously by using all the images, once transformed in a common reference frame. To do this, the software exploits library PSFs and the geometric-distortion solution by Jay Anderson 2 . We calibrated our photometry to the Vega-magnitude system by following the procedure described by Bedin et al. (2005) for WFC3/NIR. We used various diagnostics of the photometric and astrometric qualities to select a sample of relatively isolated stars that are well fitted by the PSF. These diagnostics comprise the position and magnitude rms, the fraction of flux in the aperture due to neighbours and the quality of the PSF fit. We plotted each parameter as a function of the stellar magnitude and verified that most stars follow a clear trend. Outliers include stars with poor astrometry and photometry and are excluded from our investigation of multiple populations. We refer to papers by Milone et al. (2009) and Bedin et al. (2009) for details.
To account for the spatial variations of the photometric zero point across the field that are due to small inaccuracies in the PSF model and in the background determination we used the procedure by Milone et al. (2012b, see their Section. 3.2) . Briefly, we derived the MS fiducial line and examined the color residuals relative to this sequence. We corrected the color of each star by the median color residual of its 45 best-measured neighbors. These corrections are typically smaller than 0.007 mag, and never exceed 0.015 mag.
Artificial stars
Artificial stars (ASs) are used to estimate photometric errors and to derive the completeness level of our sample and are run by using the procedure by Anderson et al. (2008) . Briefly, we generated a catalog including the coordinates and the F110W and F160W magnitudes of 100,000 stars randomly distributed along the field of view. The ASs have instrumental magnitudes, −2.5log 10 (flux), ranging from −10.0 to 0.0 in the F160W band, while the corresponding F110W magnitudes are derived from the fiducial lines of the three sequences.
The ASs are reduced by following the same procedure and by exploiting the same computer programs by Anderson and collaborators that we used for real stars. We calculated for ASs the same diagnostics of the photometric and astrometric quality derived for real stars and we selected a sample of well-measured ASs by using the same criteria described above for real stars.
To calculate the completeness that corresponds to the position and luminosity of each star we divided the field of view into five concentric annuli centred on the cluster center, and within each annulus we examined the AS results in five magnitude bins. We calculated the ratio of the well-measured recovered ASs to the input ASs in each of these 5×5 grid points. The completeness associated to each star in the field of view is estimated by linearly interpolating among these grid points. We performed distinct completeness calculation for stars in each population. In Fig. 2 we compare the observed CMD of NGC 6752 with the simulated CMD derived from ASs. As discussed in Sect. 2.1, the latter comprises three stellar populations that are distributed along the fiducials of the three MSs and are colored red in Fig. 2 . The comparison between the observations and the measured ASs, which are represented with black points, corroborates the conclusion that NGC 6752 host three main populations of M dwarfs. Finally, we plot in the right panel of Fig. 2 the average stellar completeness against m F160W .
Comparison with theory
To characterize the three MSs of NGC 6752 we compared the observed CMD with isochrones from the Dartmouth database (Dotter et al. 2008) as shown in Fig. 3 . We assumed [Fe/H]=−1.61 from Yong et al. (2005) , [α/Fe]=0.4 and adopted the age, t=12.5 Gyr, distance modulus, (m−M) 0 =12.95, and reddening E(B−V)=0.07 that provide the best fit with the data. The reddening has been converted into absorption in the F110W and F160W bands by using the relations: A F110W =1.016·E(B−V) and A F160W =0.629·E(B−V) kindly provided by Aaron Dotter (private communication) . The values of reddening and distance are in agreement with those listed in the Harris (1996 Harris ( , updated as in 2010 catalog, while the age is consistent with previous estimate by Dotter et al. (2010) . We assumed different helium contents for the three populations of NGC 6752 of Y=0.246, Y=0.256, and Y=0.288, which are the values inferred by Milone et al. (2013 Milone et al. ( , 2018 ) from multiple MSs and RGBs.
The best-fit isochrones are overimposed on the observed CMD plotted in the left panel of Fig. 3 and provide a poor fit with the MS region below the knee. This fact is quite expected because the F110W−F160W color of M-dwarfs are significantly affected by the content of oxygen and we assumed the same value of [O/Fe] for the three populations, in contrast with what is inferred from spectroscopy (e.g. Grundahl et al. 2002; Yong et al. 2003 Yong et al. , 2005 Yong et al. , 2013 Carretta et al. 2009 ).
To account for light-element abundance variations, we identified a series of fifteen points along the MS that span the magnitude interval between m F160W = 15.5 and m F160W = 23.0 in steps of 0.5 magnitudes and calculated for each of them four synthetic spectra. To calculate all the spectra we assumed Table 2 from Milone et al. 2013 and Yong et al. 2005 .
Synthetic spectra are generated with SYNTHE (Kurucz & Avrett 1981) over the wavelength range between 8,500 and 19,000 Å and by using model atmospheres calculated by using the AT-LAS12 code, which was developed by Robert Kurucz (e.g. Kurucz 1970 Kurucz , 1993 Kurucz , 2005 Castelli 2005 ) and ported to Linux by Sbordone et al. (2004 Sbordone et al. ( , 2007 . We included molecular line lists for CO, C 2 , CN, OH, MgH, SiH, H 2 O, TiO, VO, ZrO from Partridge & Schwenke (1997) , Schwenke (1998) . Each synthetic spectrum has been convolved with the transmission curves of the F110W and F160W WFC3/NIR filters to derive the corresponding fluxes. Finally, we calculated the difference between the F110W and F160W magnitudes derived from each comparison spectrum and the corresponding reference spectrum (δm). The blue, green and red isochrones plotted in the right panel of Fig. 3 have been derived by adding δm to the corresponding isochrones plotted in the left panel.
The isochrones that account for the abundances of He, C, N, O of the distinct populations qualitatively reproduce the observations and show that the blue, middle, and red MSs correspond to the populations A, B and C defined by Milone et al. (2013) . As expected, the isochrones of populations A and C are qualitatively similar to those calculated by Dotter et al. (2015, The reason why these isochrones provide a better fit with the observed CMD is that the split MS is a natural consequence of the fact that population-A stars have higher oxygen abundance than population-C stars. Indeed, the F160W band is heavily affected by absorption from H 2 O molecules, which is stronger in MS-A stars than in MS-C stars, while the F110W filter is almost unaffected by the oxygen abundance. As a consequence, MS-A stars have fainter F160W magnitudes and bluer F110W−F160W colors than MS-C stars with the same luminosity. MS-B stars have intermediate properties.
The three stellar populations of NGC 6752
To derive the relative numbers of stars in each MS, we followed the procedure illustrated in Fig. 4 . The left panel of Fig. 4 is a zoom of Fig. 1 around the region of the NIR CMD where the triple sequence is clearly distinguishable and the blue and red lines overimposed on the CMD are the fiducials of MS-A and MS-C, respectively. To derive the red (blue) fiducial we applied a procedure based on the naive estimator method (Silverman 1986) . In a nutshell, we first defined a series of magnitude bins of width ν = 0.25 mag over a grid of N points separated by steps of fixed magnitude (s = ν/5). Then, we calculated the medians of the m F110W − m F160W color distribution and of the F160W magnitude distribution of all the MS-A (MS-C) stars in each bin. Finally, we smoothed the median points by using the boxcar average smoothing, where each point has been replaced by the average of the three nearby points. The fiducial lines are used to derive the verticalized diagram plotted in the middle panel of Fig. 4 , where the abscissa is calculated as: (1) with X = m F110W − m F160W . To account for the contamination from foreground and background field stars, we used the populationsynthesis code Trilegal (Girardi et al. 2005 ) to simulate the m F160W vs. m F110W − m F160W CMD of Milky-Way stars in a square-degree field of view in the direction of NGC 6752. The red crosses overimposed to the diagrams plotted in the left-and middle-panel diagrams of Fig. 4 are the stars expected in a region with the same area of the analyzed WFC3/NIR field of view and are randomly extracted from the entire sample of simulated field stars. This figure immediately reveals that the contamination of field stars is negligible and that the triple sequence is not due field stars.
The ∆ F110W,F160W histogram distribution of stars in five magnitude intervals is plotted in the right panel of Fig. 4 . To derive each histogram we accounted for stellar completeness and sub- Fig. 1 in the region where the three MSs are more-clearly distinguishable. The green and blue lines are the fiducials of MS-A and MS-C respectively, and are used to derive the verticalized m F160W vs. ∆ F110W,F160W diagram plotted in the middle panel. The red crosses mark field stars that we simulated by using the population-synthesis code Trilegal (Girardi et al. 2005) . Right panels show the ∆ F110W,F160W histogram distribution of cluster stars in the five luminosity intervals indicated by the gray lines plotted in the left and middle panels. The gray-tick lines overimposed on each histogram are the best-fit three-Gaussian functions, whose components are represented with thin green, magenta and blue lines. Clearly, the fraction of MS-A, MS-B, and MS-C stars are similar in the five magnitude intervals. Moreover, MS-B is more-broadened than MS-A and MS-C thus indicating that its stars are not chemically homogeneous. See text for details.
tracted the field stars. The black continuous lines overimposed on the histograms are the best-fit least-squares three-Gaussian functions, whose components are colored green, magenta and blue. From the average of the population ratio obtained in the five magnitude intervals we obtain that the MS-A, MS-B and MS-C host 26.3±1.4%, 46.9±1.3% and 26.8±2.0%, respectively, of the total number of MS stars. The uncertainties are estimated as the ratio between the r.m.s. of the five population-ratio measurements divided by the square root of four. The fractions of MS-A, MS-B and MS-C stars with respect to the total number of MS stars are estimated from the areas of the corresponding Gaussians. Results are listed in Table 1 , where we also provide the dispersion of each Gaussian component. Noticeably, the MS-B is significantly wider than the other two sequences, thus indicating that its stars are not chemically homogeneous.
The radial distribution of multiple populations
In past years, the multiple populations of NGC 6752 have been investigated at different radial distances from the cluster center. Milone et al. (2013 identified the three main populations of NGC 6752 within six arcmin from the cluster center and found that populations A, B and C comprise about 25%, 45% and 30% of the total number of cluster stars. Nardiello et al. (2015) extended the investigation at larger radial distances and concluded that the MS-A hosts 26±4% of the total number of MS stars in the region between ∼5.9 and 17.9 arcmin from the cluster center. Both papers by Milone et al. (2013) and Nardiello et al. (2015) conclude that there is no evidence for any radial gradient of the different stellar populations. Similarly, Lee (2018) analyzed multiple populations in NGC 6752 by using Ca-CN photometry and confirmed that the two main groups of CN-weak and CN-strong stars that he identified along the RGB follow the same radial distribution within ∼8.2 arcmin from the cluster center.
In the upper panel of Fig. 5 we plot the ratio of population-A, B, and C stars against the radial distance from the cluster center by using results from literature and from this paper. The present investigation, which is based on a field with radial distance between 3.3 and 6.6 arcmin from the center of NGC 6752, corroborates the conclusion that the three populations of NGC 6752 are consistent with a flat radial distribution.
Dependence of multiple populations from stellar mass
Published studies on multiple populations in NGC 6752 are mostly focused on RGB and bright MS stars, which are more massive Table 1 . Fraction of MS-A ( f MS−A ), MS-B ( f MS−A ) and MS-C ( f MS−A ) stars with respect to the total number of MS stars inferred in five m F160W magnitude bis from the best-fit Gaussian functions of Fig. 4 . We also provide the dispersions of the best-fit Gaussians (σ MS−A,MS−B,MS−C ) and the total number of stars (N) in each magnitude bin. Figure 5 . Fractions of stars in the populations A (green), B (magenta), and C (blue) against radial distance from the cluster center (upper panel) and stellar mass (lower panel). The fractions of stars more massive than 0.5 solar masses are taken from Milone et al. (2013 and Nardiello et al. (2015, squares) , while the results for low-mass stars are derived in this paper and are represented with triangles. This figure suggests that there is no evidence for strong dependence between the population ratios and neither stellar mass nor radial distance.
than ∼0.6M ⊙ . Specifically, results by Milone et al. (2013 are based either on HST photometry of MS stars with 19.05 < m F814W < 20.15 or on photometry of RGB stars from HST and from the Strömgren catalogue by Grundahl et al. (2002) obtained from New-Technology-Telescope data. The conclusion by Nardiello et al. (2015) are inferred from photometry of MS stars with 19.25 < V < 20.51. The lower panel of Fig. 5 shows the fraction of stars in the distinct populations as a function of the stellar mass, where the stellar masses are derived by using the mass-luminosity relation provided by the best-fit isochrones derived in Sect. 3.1. Results are consistent with constant fraction of population-A, -B and -C stars over the analyzed interval of ∼ 0.15-0.80 solar masses.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In the context of the HST Large program on NGC 6752 (GO-15096), we analyzed deep WFC3/NIR photometry to investigate multiple stellar populations among M-dwarfs in NGC 6752. The m F160W vs. m F110W − m F160W CMD of NGC 6752 reveals that the MS splits into three distinct sequences below the MS knee.
The comparison between the observations and isochrones that account for the chemical composition of stars in NGC 6752, demonstrates that the three sequences correspond to the three populations (A, B and C) identified along the brightest part of the MS, the SGB, and the RGB by Milone et al. (2013 , see also Yong et al. 2005 .
The MS-B is significantly wider than both MS-A and MS-C. The fact that its stars exhibit a color spread that is larger than the broadening expected from photometric uncertainties alone, demonstrates that MS-B is not chemically homogeneous.
We find that the MS-A, MS-B and MS-C host 26.3±1.4%, 46.9±1.3% and 26.8±2.0%, respectively, of the total number of MS stars. These results, that we derived in a field of view located about 4.8 arcmin north-east from the cluster center, are similar to the relative numbers of stars in the population-A, B, and C estimated at various radial distances (Milone et al. 2013; Nardiello et al. 2015; Lee 2018) . Hence, we confirm that there is no evidence for any strong radial gradients within ∼16 arcmin (i. e. ∼8.4 half-light radii) from the center of NGC 6752.
The relative numbers of population-A, population-B, and population-C stars are almost constant along the entire interval that ranges from ∼0.15 to 0.80 solar masses. Moreover, the range of [O/Fe] needed to reproduce the color broadening of stars at the bottom of the MS is similar to that inferred from spectroscopy of moremassive RGB stars. Noticeably, Milone et al. (2014) obtained similar conclusion for M 4, where the relative numbers of stars in the two stellar populations of this cluster and the oxygen abundances inferred from M-dwarfs are similar to the corresponding quantities measured among RGB and more-massive MS stars (Marino et al. 2008 (Marino et al. , 2011 Nardiello et al. 2015; ). These facts suggest that the properties of the multiple populations of GCs do not depend significantly on the stellar mass in the ∼0.15-0.80 M ⊙ range, and provide new constraints to the scenarios for the formation of multiple populations.
According to some scenarios, GCs have experienced multiple episodes of star formation, where the material ejected by relatively massive first-generation (1G) stars produces a cooling flow, rapidly collects in the innermost regions of the cluster and forms centrally-concentrated second stellar generations (2G, e. . It has been suggested that the proto GCs should have been substantially (by a factor of about ten) more massive at birth. This conclusion comes from the evidence that 1G stars are the minority population in most GCs and that only a fraction of 1G stars is turned into 2G stars. As a consequence, the proto GCs should have lost the majority of their 1G stars into the Galactic halo thus providing a major contribution to the assembly of the Galaxy. In this case, 1G and 2G stars could form in environments with different densities and follow a different dynamical evolution during the early phases of cluster formation.
The present-day 1G/2G ratio among stars with different masses, depends on the initial mass functions of the distinct stellar populations and on their dynamical evolution (see Vesperini et al. 2018) . As a consequence, the evidence that the population ratios are almost constant along the ∼0.15-0.80 M ⊙ mass interval provides strong constraints to the early phases of GC formation.
Alternative scenarios of formation of multiple populations in GCs suggest that there would have been only one episode of star formation, but a fraction of stars would have successively accreted material processed and polluted by massive stars of the same generation (e.g. Bastian et al. 2013; Gieles et al. 2018) . In these scenarios, the amount of accreted material would depend on the stellar mass.
Our work shows that the oxygen variation needed to reproduce the observed colors of multiple MSs of low-mass stars is consistent with the range of [O/Fe] inferred from spectroscopy of moremassive RGB stars. As a consequence, in any scenario based on accretion onto already-existing stars, the rate of accreated material should be proportional to the stellar mass. As an example, our results exclude a Bondi accretion, where the amount of accreted material is proportional to the square of the stellar mass and low-mass stars would be inefficient to accreate polluted material.
In general, the discovery of multiple MSs of faint MS stars in NGC 6752, together with similar findings on NGC 2808, M 4 and ω Cen, indicate that multiple sequences of M-dwarfs are common features of GCs. The evidence that stellar populations with different chemical compositions are also present in M-dwarfs, which are fully-convective stars, demonstrates that the chemical composition of multiple populations is not a product of stellar evolution.
